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I n tr o d u c tio n
The properties of interphases and of membranes can be studied by observing their behaviour when subjected to electrical polarization. The use of direct currents over short periods of time gives information from a single experiment comparable to a series of observations with alternating current of varying frequency, and over longer periods allows observations to be made of the effect of the concentration changes produced by electro lysis. Investigations of solution-metal interphases have been undertaken on these lines by many workers (for references see Gatty and Spooner 1938) , both under conditions of constant polarizing potential and of constant polarizing current. The latter method has the advantage that the current is constant across every membrane and electrode in the electrolytic system, so that measurements across individual membranes refer to time variations of potential under simpler conditions since the potentials are not constant, in the general case, across all membranes when the former method is used; an additional simplification is that the coulombs that have passed vary directly with the time. For tissues that do not exist in the form of a homo geneous membrane the advantages of using constant current are not so great since the distribution of current between different parts of a mosaic membrane may vary with the time, although the total current density across the membrane as a whole is kept constant.
Frog skin has a complex structure as revealed under the microscope, and evidence that it is electrically non-homogeneous is presented in this paper; it follows that problems of topochemistry are of considerable importance in the interpretation of polarization data. A satisfactory interpretation of the electrical behaviour of frog skin becomes, therefore, a matter of extreme complexity, and the establishment of definite conclusions needs the collection of a quantity of experimental material.
The experimental methods and results are given below, and it is shown that these results indicate that the skin is electrically non-homogeneous. An outline of how the results might be interpreted in terms of local action currents-an idea familiar to all workers on metallic corrosion-is then given to illustrate the lines on which more detailed interpretation is likely to evolve. E x p e r im e n t a l The methods of preparing the frog skin and of making the Ringer solutions were similar to those of Francis and Gatty (1938) . The skins were mounted in cells of the type shown in figure 1. The skin SS is mounted between two glass half-cells, the polarizing current flows between the electrodes P and P', contact with the solution being made through mercury cups and platinum wires sealed into the glass, and the measuring electrodes were saturated calomel electrodes dipping into two beakers of frog's Ringer solution into which also dipped respectively the ends A and of the half-cells. Renewals and changes of solution were made from the vessels £ and B' into the cell and out through the outlets O and O' to which clipped rubber tubes were attached to prevent flow of solution from the beakers through A ox A' into the half cells. Fresh solution was run through both compartments immediately before and directly after each polarization; the solution in contact with the inner side was renewed first in each case. Measurements of potential were taken 15 sec. after applying a polarizing current and 15 sec. after cutting it off. All other measurements of potential refer to successive half-minutes before or after some change in the polarizing current density. In the curves the zero of time is the instant of switching on of the polarizing current.
Constant polarizing currents were obtained by rapidly closing a mercury contact switch which was in series in the polarizing circuit with 2 megohms, the cell, a micro-ammeter, and a high-tension battery. It was estimated that the inductance of the polarizing circuit would allow a constant current to
The electrical polarization of frog skin hy direct current 85 F ig u r e 1 be set up after less than 10~12 sec., so that the rapidity of closing the switch may well have been the limiting factor in the rate of setting up a constant current. Since the resistance of a complete cell mounted with skin is only some 2000 ohms, fluctuations in the total resistance of the circuit due to changing properties of the skin should be small. For the majority of measurements the calomel electrodes were connected through a potentio meter to a null instrument which was a megohm in series with a string galvanometer.
Measurements of skin resistance and conductance are corrected for the resistance of the solution between C and C', which varied from 129 to 53-5 ohms according to the cell, and are expressed respectively in ohmscm.+2 of cross-section of the cell and reciprocal megohms-cm.-2 of crosssection of the cell. In some cases where the skin was not stretched during mounting, the surface area of the skin may have been up to 20 % more than the cross-section of the cell which was about 0-8 cm.2. The potential fall across the skin is taken as the potential of the calomel electrode in the solution in contact with the inner side of the skin less that of the electrode in the solution in contact with the outer side of the skin. Polarizing currents will be said to be positive or anodic when positive current flows externally into the solution in contact with the inner side of the skin, through the skin, and out through the solution in contact with its outer side.
Statistical control
Frog skin, as prepared for the present work, is a variable material since its potential and its conductance c m r2 have standard errors per observation, of some 30 %, while certain features of the polarization curves show still greater variability-possibly because they depend on the effects of several factors each of which has a variance of the order of 30 %. The present work confines itself to observations that are significant to the 5 % level of significance or better from ten comparisons (or ten experiments) or from a smaller number of experiments. The statistical tests employed were those of Fisher's analysis of variance and of covariance (Fisher 1936 ).
An idea of the method is obtained by considering the most usual components into which the variance was analysed. Observations were made (a) on the skin of more than one frog, ( on each skin on more than one occasion, and (c) on two control skins symmetrically taken from the belly of a single frog. The control pairs were sometimes subjected to identi cal treatment but more usually to differing treatment. The variance was then analysed into (1) variance between frogs, (2) variance between occa sions, (3) variance between controls, (4) variance due to frog-occasion interaction, (5) variance due to frog-control interaction, (6) variance due to occasion-control interaction, and (7) variance due to frog-occasion-control interaction. The latter was generally taken as an estimate of error. When the two controls were treated differently, however, results are only men tioned when the variance between treatments (i.e. between controls) per degree of freedom exceeded significantly the variance per degree of freedom in any and all of the other six categories.
The shape of the polarization curves From August to December 1937 the skins of several frogs were polarized, and time-potential curves are shown in figures 2 and 3. In figure 2, curve A is the mean of eight observations at a constant current density that varied between individual cases from -12*2 to -15-2//A-cm.-2 of tube crosssection. In figure 2, curve B is the mean of seventy-six observations at current densities between -25 and -31/tA-cm.-2; curve G is the mean of fifty-one observations at current densities between -53 and -59//A-cm.-2; and curve D is the mean of fifteen observations at current densities between -82 and -88gA-cm.~2. In figure 3 , curve A is the mean of fifteen 0. Gatty observations at current densities between 12-2 and 15-2/tA-cm.-2; curve B the mean of 129 observations at current densities between 25 and 31/^A-cm.-2; and curve C is the mean of fifteen observations at current densities between 53 and 59 /tA-cm.-2.
Features of the curve before polariz The potential fall is distributed in an approximately normal distribution as judged by the third and fourth moment tests around a mean of + 38 mV. The skin is variable as regards potential fall and the use of controls off the same frog in general leads only to small increases in the accuracy of an experiment (provided that the frog is reasonably healthy). Rough treat ment of the skin while mounting in the cell was tested once or twice and showed little effect on the potential fall; thus the variability between con trols seem to be inherent in the skin and not to be an artefact. Seasonal and sexual differences were not detected over the period in question.
The potential rises from time -2 min. to 0. This is presumably due to the renewal of the Ringer solution in the cell at times between -5 and -3 min. The mean effect is a rise of 0-4 mV significant to the 1 % level, but falls of potential are frequently observed with individual frogs and a fall of 0-1 mV is observed with the mean of fifteen observations in the case of curve figure 3.
The change in potential after 15 sec. polarization The change in potential due to the polarizing current was first measured after the current had been on for 15 sec. except in later experiments with a cathode-ray oscillograph. The former observations, when combined with Ohm's law, give a measure of the electrical resistance of the cell between planes perpendicular to the axis of the tubes of the half-cells and passing respectively through G and G' (figure 1). From these fig that the mean conductance of the skin cm.-2 was 817 reciprocal megohms, the mean being taken over many frogs and over successive occasions for each frog separated by 40 min. intervals from 20 to some 220 min. after mounting the skins in the cells.
The conductance decreases with the time after mounting by some 216 reciprocal megohms per hour. The rate of decrease eventually must become less as the skins get older since negative conductances are not possible, and in very old and dead skins the conductance rises again to values higher even than those observed with freshly mounted living skins. The mean polarization curves for five frogs killed in December 1936 are shown in figure 4. The polarization was at current densities between -25 and -31/iA-cm.-2 and was maintained for 12 min. Successive polarizations were done at intervals of 1 hr. and the mean curves for the 1st, 3rd, 5th and 7tli polarizations respectively are plotted as curves 1, 3, 5 and 7 in figure 4.
No significant interclass correlation was found between the potential at time 0 and the skin conductance estimated from potential readings 15 sec. later; it seems therefore that these two quantities vary independently.
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The change in potential as a result of polarization Let the potential at time t be denoted by and if at time t zero polar izing current is flowing let it be denoted by Curve A, figure 5, gives the values of E \p -E% p polarization' " ^before polarization) plotted against current density. The sign of E°AP -E°BP as shown by th ficant in every case. At current densities of either sign but between 25 and 31 //A-cm.-2 in magnitude the duration of the polarizing current has no significant effect on this quantity when tested for durations from 2 to 12 min. At all current densities E°AP -E becomes more time after mounting the skin, while at current densities between +25 and + 31 /(A-cm the variance between the frogs for Ea AP-E"BP decreases with the time.
Accompanying the change in potential on polarization is a change in conductance. At current densities -25 to -31/iA-cm.~2 the analysis of covariance shows that (E°AP-E% P) and (Aa p -A bp) have a significant negative covariance of their mean to the. 1 % level when the test is made for variations (a) between frogs, (b) between occasions, (c) in the re variance which corresponds to frog-occasion interaction where the con ductances cm.-2 before and after polarizations are denoted respectively by Abp and Aa p .
The change in conductance as a result of polarization
At current densities from -25 to -31 /^A-cm.-2, is negative; in addition, its magnitude decreases with the time after mounting of the 90 0 . G atty
c u rre n t d en sity (jn am p /cm .a) skins, and this result is consistent with the correlations and other results of the last section. At current densities from +53 to + 59/^A-cm.-2, {Aap -Abp) is positive.
The negative correlation of (Aap -ABP) .with (E°AP -E%P) has already been mentioned. It is further emphasized by plotting (E^ -E7) -(E% -which should measure approximately a quantity proportional to the increase of skin resistance during 7 min. polarization, against current density on the same graph as E^ -E® is plotted against current density. The former curve should show a positive correlation with the latter and becomes curve B of figure 5.
anges occurring in the potential after the flow of polarizing current has ceased At all the current densities shown in figure 3, E^ < and also > This suggests that two factors affect the potential as a result of anodic polarization; the first factor reduces the potential and predominates directly after removing the polarizing current. The inequalities stated are read directly from the curves and might not be significant if subjected to statistical analysis, particularly as a relatively large standard error is to be expected if the inequalities are the results of two opposing effects of comparable magnitude and whose time of appearance is subject to varia tion. Curve D in figure 2 also shows the effect of two opposing factors operating on the potential as a result of cathodic polarizations at -82 to -88 /^A-cm.-2.
Changes of potential during polarization
Changes of potential during polarization are most marked during cathodic polarization and also show evidence of two opposing factors. The potential tends to fall at first and subsequently to rise especially at high current densities, but a more complicated variant is shown in figure 4 , curve 1. Individual skins show other variations, and the potential may rise steadily from time | to time 7 at a current density of -25 to -31 /tA-cm.-2.
Polarization curves that are interrupted periodically to ascertain E° values indicate that the initial fall in E is accompanied by a rise in E° and in fact corresponds to an increased resistance. The subsequent rise of E has not been investigated in this way, but EAP is known to be independent of the duration of polarization between 2 and 12 min. to a low order of accuracy so that the subsequent rise in E probably corresponds to a fall in resistance. The effect of duration of polarization on E°AP needs to be investigated at high cathodic current densities.
Anodic polarization leads to a fall in E at 53 to 59/^A-cm.-2 (curve C, figure 3) but has little effect on mean curves at lower current densities. Some sets of skins show falling and some rising values for at 25 to 31 /^A-cm.-2.
Skin conductance and current density
It is found that the change in potential leads to skin con ductances that are independent of the current density over the range + 56 to -28/tA-cm.~2. At the two higher cathodic current densities tried the conductances were found to be lower, but an inspection of curves G and D in figure 2 shows that the value of E is changing so rapidly with the time that it is possible that (^o ~ ^2 sec. or less) would lead to a conductance that was independent of the current density. These observations are to be compared with those of Pumphrey (1934).
Short-period polarizations
A few short-period polarization curves were obtained, with the collabora tion of Hubbard and Lord Rothschild, by means of a battery-coupled amplifier and cathode-ray oscillograph made by Hubbard, Rawdon-Smith, and Lord Rothschild. They give definite evidence of two time constants, the one of a period less than 1 msec, and the other with a period of some 15 msec. The pressure effect An excess of hydrostatic pressure of 6 cm. of Ringer solution on the inner side of the skin (positive pressure gradient) gives a higher potential than the potential for the same skin with the pressure gradient reversed. The fall of potential on applying a more negative pressure gradient gets reduced with time after mounting the skin. A positive pressure gradient decreases the skin conductance. The effect of a pressure gradient on skin conductance persists in dead and rotting skins whose potential is zero at all pressure gradients.
Positive pressure gradients increase the rise in ( -E°BP) on cathodic polarization and decrease the negative quantity {Aap -ABP) after cathodic polarization. This is another example of the negative covariance of (E°4P -Ebp) and (Aap -Abp); this time it is observed for variations of pressure gradient across the skin.
It has been known for some time that a pressure gradient across frog skin affected the potential (Motokawa 1933; Gatty and Rawdon-Smith 1937) . The skins of four frogs were subjected to cathodic polarization at current densities between -25 and -31y aA-cm.+2. From the time -2 to 9 min. there was a positive pressure gradient which was then reversed before completing the curves from time 10 to 23-5. The mean curve of these four skins is curve A in figure 6 ; curve A' is a repetition of curve A after an interval of 64 min.
Tap water and Ringer frogs
It seemed possible that the change of the medium in contact with the outer side of the frog skin from Cambridge tap water (living frogs were kept in this) to Ringer at pH 8 might be responsible for the age effect on the conductance. Thus a test was made of the age effect on conductance on frogs that had been kept for a week in Ringer solution that was changed once a day. In figure 7, curves A, A' and A" refer to the mean of five frogs on successive occasions separated by intervals of 40 min. These frogs were kept in tap water prior to killing and had their water changed every day for a week beforehand (the skins in both cases were mounted with Ringer at pH 8 on both sides). In figure 7 , the curves B, B' and B" refer to a similar experiment performed at the same time but on the skins of five different frogs which had been kept in Ringer solution for a week prior to killing. The frogs kept in tap water show the same general features in their polarization curves in Ringer solution at -25 to -31/^A-cm.-2 as other skins, although the polarization was only maintained for 2 min. Thus E \,> E l Similarly A2<A 0. Also both and A0 decrease with age. The decrease of A2 and A0 with age is obtained also with the Ringer frogs so that the age effect on resistance is not confined to tap-water frogs. For the Ringer frogs, however, E2 i is not significantly greater than Eq, a though significantly less than A0, is smaller than in the case for tapwater frogs. This effect is also shown by comparing -E2 in the case of the two types of frog. In this case too it is evident that there is a correlation between the effect of Ringer in reducing the positive E\k -E% and in creasing the negative A2 -A0.
O. G atty tim e (min.)
F ig u r e 7 r Dilute solutions where the outer side solution is m/500 KC1 Provisional work has been done on polarizing frog skin with the Ringer solution at pH 8 in contact with the inner side of the skin but the external solution m/500 KC1. As previously reported (Dean and Gatty 1937; Dean 1939) these conditions produce negative skin potentials. In figure 8 , curves A and C represent the mean curves for polarizing four tap-water frogs at current densities respectively of plus and minus 25-31 /iA-cm.-2. Curves B and D represent the mean of three Ringer frogs (kept in Ringer for 7 days before killing) polarized under comparable conditions. A1 ® , for curve A is not significantly positive, but it is greater than E^ for curve B and for curve A E^>E^. For curve B, E^> E q (on curve, but it has not been found significant with these few observations).
The magnitude in the changes in E during anodic polarization suggests that E° is not changing as rapidly as E, whose variations probably arise therefore from changes in resistance.
The Ringer frogs have the lower conductances in each case just as they do when mounted between Ringer solutions on each side. Apart from this + 270
time (min.)
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difference the cathodic polarizations of tap-water and of Ringer frogs are very similar. In both cases Ea nd E1 > Ei, but in the tap-water (kept in tap-water for 7 days before killing) a slight initial fall in E from \to 1 min. shows that the initial change observed in E when the skins are polarized cathodically at these current densities in Ringer solution persists with dilute external solutions. The latter remove both the positive values for (E^ -Eq) and the negative values for (A7-which illustrates the correlation between these two properties even for variations of composition of the external solution from Ringer to m/500 KC1.
D isc u ssio n o f t h e e s s e n t ia l fe a t u r e s of t h e r esu lts
Any attempt to interpret the data set out above must explain three essential features which are as follows:
(i) That the polarization at constant current density over the first £ sec. shows that the skin has at least two time constants.
(ii) That (EAP -EBP) and (Aap -ABP) are negatively correlated following types of variation:
(a) between frogs (1 % level); ( b) between o occasion interaction (1 % level) or for chance fluctuations not arising from variations of frog or of occasion; ( d) cu figure 5 ) ; (e) pressure gradient across the skin; (/) treatment of living frogs with Ringer solution prior to killing; ( replacing the Ringer solution in contact with the outer side of the skin by m/5 00 KC1.
Since there is no significant correlation between EBP and ABP these correlations do not depend on any relationship between E° and A.
(iii) That for every single effect observed at least one skin on one occasion has shown a directly opposite effect. This does not apply to the case of polarizations with dilute external solutions where very few observa tions have been made and where every effect has been qualitatively re producible on all the occasions tried.
The following conclusions may be drawn from these essential features: (i) That the skin is non-homogeneous electrically in depth so that successive laminae parallel to the skin but at different depths in it are dissimilar.
(ii) That the skin is electrically non-homogeneous in directions parallel to its surface so that laminae parallel to that surface are in general mosaic rather than truly homogeneous laminae.
(iii) That the different electrical units of which the skin is composed contain between them factors making both for all effects and for their opposites; the actual state of any skin depends on a balance between all these opposing factors. If all these factors are subject to fairly large fluctuations as between frogs, successive occasions, etc., it is merely necessary to assume that these fluctuations are independent of each other in almost all cases except only in the factors leading to the strong correlation referred to above.
Any membrane can be regarded as consisting of a number of electrical units each of which is homogeneous and has its own resistance and parallel capacity whose product gives the time constant of the unit. A membrane consisting of a single layer of different electrical units will behave electri-cally like a single capacity in parallel with a single resistance and will therefore have a single time constant if the impedance between one unit and another is negligible, that is to say if the surface resistance of the membrane is negligible. Since Ringer solution conducts well, the resistance along the surface of frog skin is likely to be low. Thus frog skin with its two electrical time constants can hardly be treated as being electrically homo geneous throughout the whole of its depth, and the conclusion is only too obvious to anyone acquainted wT ith the microscopic structure of frog skin. The unit corresponding to the shorter time constant will be referred to as the series resistance and it is as well to state that its resistance is too great to be accounted for by that of the Ringer solution between the skin and the measuring electrodes. There is no evidence as to the electrical homogeneity or not of the series resistance other than that it has not yet been resolved into more than one component. The evidence for this conclusion is not easily interpreted on any other hypothesis and the conclusion itself is inherently plausible.
The electrical evidence for the second conclusion is also strong but not absolutely conclusive although supported by grounds of general plausibility. Thus, for any electrolytic cell in equilibrium, the results of concentration polarization, due to the flow of polarizing current, are such that (E°AP -and the polarizing current have the same sign. This follows since must alter in such a way as to oppose the polarizing current; if it did not, fluctuations due to the thermal motions of the molecules would cause a current to flow so that the cell could never stay in that state and be in equilibrium with E°BP. In consequence membranes where E°AP -E°BP and the polarizing current have opposite signs will be said to show an anticoncentration-polarization effect. The presence of such an effect indicates the existence of some form of disequilibrium. If EAP -EBP is plotted against current density an anti-concentration-polarization effect is shown by points lying in the second and fourth quadrants rather than in the first and third quadrants. Reference to figure 5, curve A, shows all the points except that at the highest cathodic current density in the second and fourth quadrants and the result is valid to the 1 % level of significance. Thus frog skin shows the anti-concentration-polarization effect over cer tain ranges of current density and must therefore be in a state of disequilibrium.
Three types of disequilibrium suggest themselves in the case of frog skin. The first is a diffusion process acting at a homogeneous surface, the second is a respiratory process acting at a homogeneous surface, and the third is one or other or both of the above types of process acting at a non-homogeneous Vol. 130. B.
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surface. The latter hypothesis will be referred to as the local action hypo thesis owing to analogies with the local action currents of corroding metals. General arguments against curve A of figure 5 being explicable by either of the first two hypotheses can be given and neither of these hypotheses as such explains the correlation between -E°BP and Aap -ABP that has to be explained.
The first type of disequilibrium involves a simple diffusion potential being responsible for the electromotive force. Thus the potential E is given by O. G atty where integration is round the complete circuit and all the terms have their usual thermodynamical significance. If the circuit involves one or two regions where the transport number changes very rapidly the large values for dtjdxlead to correspondingly high values of the integrand and these terms contribute the greater part of the value of E. Big values for dti occur at phase boundaries rather than in bulk phases and the value depends more on change of phase than on concentration gradients. Thus electrolysis is liable to affect E more by changes in (ii than in dtjdx if the greater fraction of the diffusion potential is concentrated at phase boundaries. Thus the value for AE the change in E due to electrolysis depends mainly on If ionic interaction can be neglected so that /q depends at a given tempera ture and pressure only on the solvent and on the concentration ci of ion i it follows that and since for stability djni/dci is positive it follows that is positive. For current flowing against E, Aci and dtjdx have is positive. This result shows that no anti-concentration-polarization effect is to be expected if the greater part of a diffusion potential arises from terms at phase boundaries though special cases involving weak electrolytes might sometimes show it. Observed frog skin potentials with Ringer on each side sometimes exceed 100 mV while the partition ratio of the major constituent ions of Ringer between Ringer and cell protoplasm can seldom if ever exceed 100 to 1. It seems likely therefore that phase boundary potentials are involved in skin potential, and that a simple diffusion potential across homogeneous boundaries of this nature would not lead to the marked anti-concentration-polarization effects observed.
There is no doubt that tissue respiration is necessary for the maintenance of the potential and that enzyme reactions at certain pH's are very sensitive to changes in pH. The skin potential however is hardly affected by changes of pH between 7-6 and 9-0, the tissue is weakly self buffered, and the Ringer solution is buffered to a pH of 8. Thus the theory that con centration polarization from 12//A-cm.-2 for 15 sec. leads to local changes of pH and that these affect respiration so as to produce an anti-concentra tion polarization effect is hardly tenable. Apart from hydrogen and hydroxyl ion no other ion likely to affect enzyme action to a sufficient extent seems to be available.
The arguments just given suggest that the two types of disequilibrium that have been discussed are not likely to be the explanation of the anticoncentration-polarization effect. The third alternative has already been used to account for anti-concentration-polarization effects in the case of the anodic polarization of copper in aerated solutions (Gatty and Spooner 1938) . This explanation accounts for the correlation between and Aap -Abp and is in terms of local action theory.
In its simplest form local action theory deals with a single electromotively active surface which consists of patches of two different kinds. The patches of one kind form the anodic area and of the other form the cathodic area of respective total surfaces A A and A c . The electrical potentia side of any patch of anodic area less the potential of the outer side of that patch is denoted by EA while the corresponding potential difference across any and every patch of cathodic area is supposed to be Ec. Current is said to be positive or anodic when it flows from an external circuit to the inner side of the electromotive surface, through the surface, and back from its outer side into an external circuit. Denoting the total current across the anodic and cathodic areas respectively by iA and ic, it follows that for zero external polarizing current iA -ic = b where i denotes the local action current. Denoting the electrical conductances of the anodic and cathodic areas and their resistances respectively by Ab , and it is possible to write for zero external polarizing current EA = EA + i'RA and E% = E % -i ;
7-2
since Ohm's law shows that EA and Ec depend o therefore be written EA and E1 q and zero polarizing current i means iA= ~ic = ® • An additional simplification follows if the value of [RA + Rc] is great compared to the remainder of the resistance in the local action circuit for in this case EA = Eq = E° where E° is the observed pote external polarizing current so that A0E°c + AaE°a A c + Aa
The observed potential is then the conductance weighted mean of the unself-polarized potentials EA and E°c of the anodic and cathodic areas.
Expression (1) only holds if the concentration polarization effects of local action on the values of EA and Ec can be neglected in addition to the resistance between anodic area patches and patches of cathodic area. It illustrates however a mechanism by which E° can depend on resistances or conductances. It therefore gives a possible explanation of the correlation that has to be explained.
When it is realized that the immersion of a clean metal surface in an aerated solution leads to a non-homogeneous interphase which produces local action currents, it is evident that local action currents are likely to occur between small units on the surfaces of living cells which are pre sumably more complicated than those of solution-metal interphases. On a microscopic scale local action currents are likely owing to the cellular structure of skin and on a macroscopic scale two pieces of skin off the belly of the same frog, even when cut out symmetrically, have sometimes been observed to give potentials differing by 50 % of the bigger potential of the two. Rough (compared to the care normally employed) as opposed to destructive handling of the skins during mounting seems to make little difference to the potential. Thus the observed differences amount to a direct demonstration of local action currents on a macroscopic scale since the differences must be assumed to lie in the skin itself. Finally, the iron wire model of nervous activity behaves as it does because of local action currents and this affords an analogy between these currents and the bioelectrical behaviour of nerve. Thus the local action hypothesis must be judged very plausible on general grounds apart from expression (1) above and the difficulty of accounting in any other way for anti-concentrationpolarization effects.
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Thus the first two essential features show that frog skin is electrically non-homogeneous and in a state of disequilibrium; they also are presump tive evidence for a series resistance and for local action currents. The third essential feature is readily explained in terms of a non-homogeneous skin where the properties of the units can vary independently. The simplest model for the electrical behaviour of frog skin accepting these conclusions is a three-unit one as shown in figure 9 . D isc u ssio n of r e s u l t s . T h e r e s id u a l f e a t u r e s
The paucity of existing data and the possible complexities of skin structure show that attempts to interpret the electrical behaviour of skins can only be tentative at this stage. A very simple model is shown in figure 9 .
It is therefore of interest to show what further hypotheses have to be made for this model to account for the residual features of the polarization curves and the known data about frog skin. A self consistent picture can be obtained with the following additional hypotheses, but local action theory allows considerable elasticity of interpretation so that the following hypotheses should not be regarded as final. Arguments in favour of each of them can be deduced from the curves published in this paper together with data mentioned by Dean and Gatty 1937. The electrical conductance of isolated frog skin with Ringer solution on both sides decreases with time for several hours after mounting and this age effect on the conductance occurs in the series resistance. The anodic area conductance is reduced by cathodic and increased by anodic polarizing currents. The cathodic area conductance is increased by cathodic and decreased by anodic polarizing currents. The anodic area conductance is more sensitive to polarizing currents than the cathodic area conductance. The cathodic area is relatively more permeable to anions on its inner than its outer side (assuming that conductance changes are less due to specific ions than to total electrolyte concentration). Dilute outer side solutions lead to a negative anodic area potential and hence the anodic area is more permeable on its outer side to cations than to anions. Dilute outer side solutions lead to a decrease in the cathodic area conductance. The series resistance lies on the inner side of the anodic and cathodic areas (dilute outer side solutions do not affect it enough for it to be accessible to them). The anodic area of frogs kept in Ringer solution is in the condition which the anodic area of frogs kept in tap water reaches after the passage of cathodic polarizing current. With dilute outer side solutions the anodic area conductance decreases with cathodic polarizing currents in the case of tap water (frogs kept in tap water but their skins mounted with Ringer in contact with its inner side), but not in the case of Ringer frogs (frogs kept in Ringer before killing); thus anodic area behaviour in essentials is un affected by dilution of the outer side solution. With dilute outer side solu tions cathode polarization leads to an increase in cathodic area conductance. The decrease in cathodic area conductance with dilute outer side solutions is due to dilution of electrolyte contained in the cathodic area. The cathodic area is readily accessible in an osmotic sense to outer side solutions and is more so than the anodic area or the series resistance. Anodic polarization of skins with dilute outer side solutions leads to an increase in anodic area conductance. Anodic polarization of skins with dilute outer side solutions leads to a decrease in cathodic area conductance. With dilute outer side solutions the anodic area conductance is more sensitive to polarizing cur rents than the cathodic area conductance. Anodic polarization at 25ju,Ac m r2 with dilute outer side solutions in the case of tap-water frogs leads to an increased concentration of electrolyte in contact with the outer side of the anodic area and in consequence of this concentration polarization leads to an increased potential. The cathodic area is relatively more per meable to anions than to cations (since the chloride free effect (Dean and Gatty 1937) shows that part of the electromotively active portions of the skin is anion sensitive). Frog skins with a relatively greater pressure on the inner side of the skin have more positive anodic potentials and a lower cathodic area conductance than skins with the pressure gradient reversed. Skins with positive pressure gradients have relatively smaller areas of cathodic and relatively greater areas of anodic area in their local action surface. The cathodic area of all skins has a higher conductance cm.-2 than their anodic areas. It is therefore possible that the cathodic area is a pore between cells.
